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Abstract

Typical approaches to articulated pose estimation com-
bine spatial modelling of the human body with appear-
ance modelling of body parts. This paper aims to push the
state-of-the-art in articulated pose estimation in two ways.
First we explore various types of appearance representa-
tions aiming to substantially improve the body part hypothe-
ses. And second, we draw on and combine several recently
proposed powerful ideas such as more flexible spatial mod-
els as well as image-conditioned spatial models. In a se-
ries of experiments we draw several important conclusions:
(1) we show that the proposed appearance representations
are complementary; (2) we demonstrate that even a basic
tree-structure spatial human body model achieves state-of-
the-art performance when augmented with the proper ap-
pearance representation; and (3) we show that the com-
bination of the best performing appearance model with a
flexible image-conditioned spatial model achieves the best
result, significantly improving over the state of the art, on
the “Leeds Sports Poses” and “Parse” benchmarks.

1. Introduction

Most recent approaches to human pose estimation rely
on the pictorial structures model representing the human
body as a collection of rigid parts and a set of pairwise part
dependencies. The appearance of the parts is often assumed
to be mutually independent. Part detectors are either trained
independently [17, 22] or jointly with the rest of the model
[34, 7]. While effective detectors have been proposed for
specific body parts with characteristic appearance such as
heads and hands [20, 15], detectors for other body parts are
typically weak. Obtaining strong detectors for all body parts
is challenging for a number of reasons. The appearance
of body parts changes significantly due to clothing, fore-
shortening and occlusion by other body parts. In addition,
the spatial extent of the majority of the body parts is rather
small, and when taken independently each of the parts lacks
characteristic appearance features. For example lower legs
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Figure 1. Example pose estimation results and corresponding part
marginal maps obtained by (a) our full model combining local ap-
pearance and mid-level representation, (b) our best local appear-
ance model and (c) results by Yang&Ramanan [34].

often appear as a pair or parallel edges.
We argue that in order to obtain effective part detectors

it is necessary to leverage both the pose specific appearance
of body parts, and the joint appearance of part constella-
tions. Pose specific person and body part detectors have
appeared in various forms in the literature. For example,
people tracking approaches [24, 14] rely on specialized de-
tectors tailored to specific people poses that are easy to de-
tect. Similarly, state-of-the-art approaches to people detec-
tion [3] build on a large collection of pose specific poselet
detectors. Local [34] and global [17] mixture models that
capture pose specific appearance of individual body parts
and joints have shown to be effective for pose estimation.
These approaches capture appearance at different levels of
granularity: full person vs. subset of parts vs. individual
parts and differ in the way they represent the appearance.

This paper builds on findings from the literature and fol-
lows two complementary routes to a more powerful pose
model: improving the appearance representation and in-
creasing the expressiveness of the joint body part model (see
Fig. 1 and 3 for samples). Specifically, we consider local
appearance representations based on rotation invariant or
rotation specific appearance templates, mixtures of such lo-
cal templates, specialized models tailored to appearance of
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Figure 2. Overview of our method. We extend basic PS model [2] (a) to more flexible structure with stronger local appearance represen-
tations including single component part detectors (b) and mixtures of part detectors (c). Then we combine local appearance model with
mid-level representation based on semi-global poselets which capture configurations of multiple parts (d). Shown are the means of sample
poselet clusers. Color coding shows different levels of granularity of our appearance and spatial models.

salient body parts such as head and torso, and semi-global
representations based on poselet features (Sec. 3). The sec-
ond main contribution of the paper is to combine the im-
proved appearance model with more expressive body rep-
resentations. These include the flexible models of [26, 34]
and the image conditioned spatial model of [21] (Sec. 4).

Starting with the basic tree-structured pictorial struc-
tures we perform a series of experiments incrementally
adding various components and analysing the resulting per-
formance gains (Fig. 2). Our analysis reveals several sur-
prising facts (Sec. 5). The performance of the best appear-
ance model for individual body parts is surprisingly high
and can even compete with some approaches using weaker
appearance terms but a full spatial model (Tab. 4). When
augmented with the best appearance model, the basic tree-
structured pictorial structures model perform superior to
state-of-the-art models [9, 34] (Tab. 3). We show that strong
appearance representations operating at different levels of
granularity (mixtures of local templates vs. semi-global
poselets) are complementary. Finally, we report the best re-
sult to date on the “Parse” and “Leeds Sports Poses” bench-
marks, which are obtained by combining the best appear-
ance model with the recently proposed image conditioned
pictorial structures spatial model of [21] (Tabs. 5 and 6).

Related work. Various appearance representations have
been considered in the past within the pictorial structures
framework. Perhaps the most widespread representation is
based on the discriminatively trained orientation invariant
appearance templates [2, 26, 16, 23] composed of HOG [6]
or shape context [19] features. These appearance models
were extended by either including new types of features, or
by generalising to mixtures of appearance templates. Sev-
eral types of features have been proposed, such as skin and
background color models [25, 9], part segmentation fea-
tures [16, 32], image contours [25], pairwise color similar-
ity [25, 29] and image motion features [26]. Interestingly,

the best performing models today [16, 34] still build exclu-
sively on the HOG feature, but do rely on the mixture ap-
pearance models. In our work we follow the best practices
of the most successful models and build on traditional shape
context and HOG-based features, while exploring different
appearance representations.

Various local appearance models have been proposed, in-
cluding stretchable models representing local appearance of
body joints [34, 31, 26] and cardboard models modelling
appearance of body parts as rigid templates [2, 25, 16]. Re-
cently several works have been looking into semi-global
representations based on multiple parts or poselets [15, 33]
and global representations for entire bodies in various con-
figurations [16, 22]. Also specialized models for detection
of particular body parts, such as hands, head or entire up-
per body improve pose estimation results [4, 26, 12]. In
this work we evaluate mentioned appearance representa-
tions and show that they are complementary to each other.

It was argued that for the tasks involving complex com-
binatorial optimisation strong detectors are especially im-
portant as they allow to effectively narrow down the search
to the relevant part of the search space [30]. Pose estima-
tion by detection has recently received more attention [20].
This requires models which in contrast to more traditional
approaches focus on part detection and rely either on loose
geometric features [26] or ignore them altogether [27, 15].

Other research is devoted to spatial modelling. Many
methods use only one type of appearance and focus on other
aspects such as efficient search [28, 25], or novel body mod-
els [34, 21] (discussed in Sec. 4). In this work we build on
strong part detectors and demonstrate that even a basic tree-
structure spatial human body model achieves state-of-the-
art performance when augmented with the proper appear-
ance representation. When combining strong appearance
models with flexible image-conditioned spatial model, we
outperform all current methods by a large margin.



2. Pictorial Structures Model
In the following we briefly summarise the basic tree-

structured pictorial structures model [11, 13], that will serve
as the baseline model for our analysis. In Sec. 3 and 4 we
describe several extensions.

2.1. Model Formulation

The pictorial structures model represents the human
body as a collection of rigid parts L = {l1, . . . , lN} and
a set of pairwise part relationships. The state of each part
is denoted by ln = (xn, yn, θn, sn), where (xn, yn) is the
image position of the part, θn is the absolute orientation,
and sn is the part scale relative to the part size in the scale-
normalised training set. Denoting the image observations
by D, the energy of the body part configuration L defined
by the pictorial structures model is given by

E(L;D) =

N∑
n=1

Eu(ln;D) +
∑
n∼m

Ep(lm, ln). (1)

The pairwise relationships between body parts are de-
noted by n ∼ m. They follow the kinematic chain and thus
result in a tree structured model.

We use the pictorial structures model introduced in [11]
as our baseline model, and refer to it as PS in the remain-
der. This model is composed of N = 10 body parts: head,
torso, and left and right upper arms, forearms, upper legs
and lower legs. The parts are pairwise connected to form
a tree corresponding to the kinematic chain, see Fig. 2(a).
The pairwise terms Ep encode the kinematic dependencies
and are represented with Gaussians in the transformed space
of joints between parts. We refer to the original paper [11]
for the details on the pairwise terms. Note that in the ba-
sic model the spatial extent of each part, and in particular
the distance between part centre and position of its joints is
fixed, which potentially restricts the model to the configu-
rations with relatively little foreshortening.

2.2. Learning and Inference

In this paper we use the publicly available implementa-
tion of the pictorial structures approach [1]. The parame-
ters of unary and pairwise factors are learned using piece-
wise training. The pairwise term is set using a Maximum-
Likelihood estimate that is available in closed form. The
unary terms are described in Sec. 3.

Inference in the model is performed with sum-product
belief propagation. Due to the tree structure this is an ex-
act inference procedure yielding the marginal distributions
for each body part. Predictions are then obtained by taking
the maximum marginal state for each part. Some PS model
variants that we will describe include auxiliary (latent) vari-
ables, this procedure thus marginalizes them out.

3. Better Appearance Representations
We now turn our attention to improving the appearance

representations for body parts. These correspond to the
unary terms Eu in Eq. 1.

As the baseline model we consider the appearance repre-
sentation introduced in [1]. These factors use boosted part
detectors over shape context features, one detector per body
part. This appearance representation is made independent
to the part rotation, by normalising the training examples
with respect to part rotation prior to learning. At test time,
the detector is evaluated for each of 48 rotations in the dis-
cretized state-space of the PS model. The model that uses
only this unary factor will be denoted as PS. 1

3.1. Body Part Detectors

The rotation independent representation from [1] is
based on a simplifying assumption, namely that the appear-
ance of model parts does not change with part rotation. This
typically is not true. For example the upper arms raised
above the head and the ones held in front of the torso look
quite different because of the overlap with other parts and
change in the contours of the shoulders. This motivated ro-
tation dependent detectors as in [34, 15].

We augment PS with two types of such local represen-
tations: 1) a rotation dependent detector tailored to the ab-
solute orientation of the part (rot-dep mix) and 2) a rotation
invariant representation tailored to a particular body pose
(pose-dep mix). As an implementation we choose the de-
formable part model (DPM) [10] that has proven to be very
reliable for detection purposes.

Absolute Rotation. Rotation dependent part detectors are
obtained in the following way. We discretize the rotation
space in N = 16 different bins, corresponding to a span
of 22.5 degrees. All training data is assigned to the cor-
responding rotation bin based on the annotation. We then
train a 16 component model, one component for each bin.
As these models do capture rotation dependent appearance
changes, we refer to this variant as rot-dep mix. A simpler
baseline is a single component model trained for all rota-
tions together. We include this model in the comparison
under the name rot-dep single.

Relative Rotation. Rotation of the body parts is related
to the orientation of the entire body, not necessarily to the
absolute value in the image plane. We model this using a
part detector that depends on the body pose. For this we
normalise the part to a common rotation but rotate the en-
tire body along with it. Then a binning in again 16 clus-
ters is obtained by using the visibility features proposed in
[7]. This clustering results in components that are compact
w.r.t. the body pose in the proximity of the body part. The

1Please see [1] for further implementation details.



resulting detector is referred as pose-dep mix. Since this is
“rotation invariant”, in the sense the absolute rotation is ir-
relevant, during test time we evaluate this detector for all
rotations in the state space of PS. We also include a simpler
baseline which is a single component model trained from
rotation-normalised body parts and then again evaluated for
all rotations. We refer to it as rot-inv single.

3.2. Head and Torso Detectors (spec-head, spec-torso)

We consider two types of specialized part detectors pro-
posed in the literature. The torso detector from [22] and the
head detector from [18]. The main rationale behind using
such specialized detectors is that body parts such as head
and torso have rather specific appearance that calls for spe-
cialized part models.

Specifically, the torso detector of [22] is directly adapted
from the articulated person detector based on a DPM. A
torso prediction is obtained by regression using the posi-
tions of the latent DPM parts as features. This specialized
torso detector benefits from evidence from the entire person
and captures the pose. This is in contrast to the previous
local torso model as it is not bound to evidence within the
torso bounding box only. We refer to the specialized torso
detector as spec-torso.

The head detector of [18] uses the observation that the
main source of variability for the head is due to the view-
point of the head w.r.t. the camera, e.g. front and pro-
file views have a different but rather distinctive appearance.
Following [18] we train a DPM detector for the head with
8 components corresponding to a set of viewpoints dis-
cretized with a step of 45 degrees. Note that the particular
set of components is not available for the local detectors of
the head that are either grouped by the in plane rotation or
by the pose of the surrounding parts. We refer to specialized
head detector as spec-head.

3.3. Implementation Details

All detectors outlined above are based on the DPM
v4.0 framework and we utilise the publicly available soft-
ware [10]. To turn a set of DPM detections after non-
maximum suppression into a dense score for every pixel
we apply a kernel density estimate (KDE). From the set
{(dk, sk)}, k = 1, . . . ,K with dk denoting the detec-
tion position and sk the detection score we define the
score for part ln as the value of the KDE Eu(ln;D) =
log

∑
k wk exp(−‖lk − dk‖2/σ2), where wk = sk + m,

and m is a minimal detection score produced by the detec-
tor, which is set to −3.0 in our experiments. We then add
the normalised DPM scores to the boosted part detector [2]
scores at every position of the dense scoregrid and use these
summed scores in the inference.

4. More flexible Models
Besides improving the pure appearance representations

several works suggested to alter the model representation
to make it more flexible. We incorporate their findings and
include two modifications to the standard PS model.

4.1. Body Joints (PS-flex)

The original PS model represents body parts as variables,
which in turn make appearance changes such as foreshort-
ening very drastic. Follow-up work has suggested to build
appearance representation for more local parts while allow-
ing more flexibility in their composition [26, 34]. We incor-
porate this by including an additional 12 variables that rep-
resent location of the joints in the human body. These parts
correspond to the left and right shoulder, elbow, wrist, hip,
knee and ankle. In order to retain deterministic inference we
incorporate these parts such that the resulting model is still
tree-structured, as illustrated in Fig. 2(b). The additional
pairwise terms between joint parts and body parts are mod-
elled as a Gaussian factor w.r.t. their position. Since some
body and joint parts are restricted to have the same absolute
rotation, such as lower arm and wrist, we add a constraint
on their rotation and scale to be identical. We refer to our
flexible model as PS-flex.

4.2. Mid-level Representations (mid-level)

Poselet Conditioned Deformation Terms. The basic
PS model has a limitation that the spatial distribution of the
body parts is modelled as a Gaussian and can not properly
represent the multi-modalities of human poses. We there-
fore take advantage of another extension from the litera-
ture [21] and substitute the unimodal image independent
spatial factors in Eq. 1 with image conditioned factors. We
define multiple pairwise terms for each joint by clustering
the training data w.r.t. relative part rotation, and then predict
the type of the pairwise term at test time based on the im-
age features. To do so we train part configuration detectors
called poselets and then use their responses during test time
as mid-level feature representation (c.f. Fig. 2(d)). Predic-
tion is treated as a multi-class classification problem where
we use a classifier based on sparse linear discriminant anal-
ysis (sLDA) [5]. We denote this image conditioned flexible
configuration as mid-level p/wise.

Poselet Conditioned Appearance. The local appearance
models introduced in Sec. 3 are designed to capture pose
dependent appearance of individual parts and pairs of adja-
cent parts. In order to capture appearance of the person at a
higher level of granularity we extend our model with a mid-
level poselet based representation and use poselet features
described above to obtain rotation and position prediction
of each body part separately. For instance, to predict part
positions, we cluster the training data for each part based



on part relative offset w.r.t. torso centre into set of clusters.
Then for each cluster its mean offset from the torso and the
variance are computed. We then train a sLDA classifier to
predict from the poselet features the mean and variance of
the relative offset for every part and use these values as a
Gaussian unary potential, which we add to other unary po-
tentials introduced in Sec. 3. Prediction of absolute part
orientation is done in a similar way. We call these repre-
sentations in the following experiments as mid-level rot and
mid-level pos, respectively and refer to [21] for further de-
tails on the implementation of these terms.

5. Results
In this section we evaluate the proposed extensions on

two well-known pose estimation benchmarks and compare
to other approaches from the literature. As a performance
measure we use the common PCP loss [12].

Datasets. For evaluation we use the publicly available
pose estimation benchmarks exhibiting strong variations in
articulation and viewpoint: “Leeds Sports Poses” (LSP)
dataset [16] that includes 1000 images for training and 1000
for testing showing people involved in various sports; the
“Image Parsing” (IP) [23] dataset consisting of 100 train
images and 205 test images of fully visible people in diverse
set of activities such as sports, dancing and acrobatics.

5.1. Results on LSP dataset

In this section we report on the results obtained using the
various extensions outlined in the last two sections. We fol-
low [9] and use observer-centric (OC) annotations provided
by the authors for evaluation. We train all the representa-
tions using the training set of LSP dataset.

Flexible Model We start with a comparison of models us-
ing body part appearance alone (PS) with the flexible model
PS-flex that includes both joint and body part appearance.
The results are shown in Tab. 1. We observe an improve-
ment (+2.4%) due to better localization of lower legs and
arms. This reinforces the findings of [34]: a flexible model
of joints copes better with foreshortening. When removing
the body parts for arms and legs and use only body joints
(joints only) the performance drops. We attribute this to
the easier confusion of joint detectors to background clutter.
We conclude that the PS-flex model should benefit from bet-
ter appearance representations which we will evaluate next.

Single component detectors. Performance of rotation
dependent (rot-dep single) and rotation invariant (rot-inv
single) single component detectors is reported in Tab. 2.
Surprisingly, adding rot-dep single already improves the
overall result (+2.7%), mostly due to better head localisa-
tion (+8.1%). The majority of the poses in the dataset are
upright, thus much of head appearance change is captured

Setting Torso Upper Lower Upper Fore- Head Total
leg leg arm arm

PS [2] 80.9 67.1 60.7 46.5 26.4 74.9 55.7
PS-flex (joints only) 80.1 69.0 64.7 43.6 27.3 70.5 56.0
PS-flex 80.5 70.2 66.5 46.7 32.0 70.2 58.1

Table 1. Results on LSP when varying number of parts in PS.

by the rot-dep single detector. As expected, the result is
further improved by rot-inv single, and the improvement is
most prominent for lower arms (+7.8%). This clearly shows
that rotation invariance of a single component detector is
key to cope with the high degree of articulation by training
and testing samples.

Mixtures of part detectors. Rotation dependent mixture
of detectors (rot-dep mix) accounts for the characteristic ap-
pearance changes of body parts under rotation. These types
of detectors indeed improve the results, see line 4 in Tab. 2.
When compared with the single counterparts we observe
significant performance gain for all body parts.

While the former detectors are (in)variant to local rota-
tions, they do not take the pose-specific appearance into ac-
count. The detectors pose-dep mix do. However, we do not
observe any performance increase over rot-dep mix. We be-
lieve this is due to more compact cluster representations of
the rot-dep mix, which makes them more discriminative. In
summary, the best local mixture appearance representation
improves over best single component detector by 2.8%, im-
proving results for all parts. This indicates that mixtures
better handle the highly multi-modal local appearance of
body parts.

Specialized detectors. We discussed the possibility for
designing specialized body part detectors in Section 3.2.
We add those detectors to the pose-dep mix model, also
including a Gaussian term on the torso location estimated
via Maximum Likelihood on the training annotations. The
results can be found in the last two lines of Tab. 2. Both
the specialized torso and head detector improve the per-
formance of torso and head localization, and via the con-
nected model also improve the performance of other body
parts. Even though the better torso prediction improves
head localization (+0.3%), a specialized head detector still
improves the performance (+1.1%). Since the parts are con-
nected to the head via the torso, the influence of the spec-
head detector on other body parts is found to be smaller. In
summary, specialized detectors improve estimation results
for all body parts, and give a +0.9% better results in terms
of PCP. We expect this result would carry over to other mod-
els from the literature.

Mid-level representations. Now we combine the best
performing local appearance representation with the mid-
level representation of [21]. We use the same parameters
as reported by the authors. Results are shown in Tab. 3.



Setting Torso Upper Lower Upper Fore- Head Total
leg leg arm arm

PS-flex 80.5 70.2 66.5 46.7 32.0 70.2 58.1
+ rot-dep single 82.2 72.5 67.9 51.6 31.6 78.3 60.8
+ rot-inv single 83.6 73.6 69.8 52.4 39.4 78.1 63.2

+ rot-dep mix 87.2 76.0 72.2 55.9 40.5 83.3 66.0
+ pose-dep mix 84.5 75.4 70.3 53.4 40.5 78.0 64.2

+ spec torso 88.4 76.5 72.6 56.5 41.1 83.6 66.6
+ spec head 89.2 76.7 72.8 56.9 41.2 84.7 66.9

Table 2. Results on LSP using local appearance models.

Setting Torso Upper Lower Upper Fore- Head Total
leg leg arm arm

local appearance 89.2 76.7 72.8 56.9 41.2 84.7 66.9
+ mid-level rot 89.0 77.6 73.2 58.1 42.5 85.3 67.7

+ pos 89.4 78.7 74.0 59.7 43.9 86.0 68.8
+ p/wise 88.7 78.8 73.4 61.5 44.9 85.6 69.2

Table 3. Results on LSP using mid-level representations.

Predicting absolute orientation of parts based on mid-level
representation (mid-level rot) noticeably improves results
(+1.2%). Consistent improvement is achieved for each limb
with forearms improving the most (+1.3%). Adding pre-
diction of part positions based on mid-level features (mid-
level pos) leads to further improvements (+1.1%). Again
upper/lower arms profit the most from semi-global pose-
let detectors. They exhibit higher degree of articulation
compared to other parts and thus are more difficult to de-
tect using local detectors. Finally, adding prediction of
pairwise terms (mid-level p/wise) improves the total perfor-
mance, achieving an outstanding 69.2%. Overall, adding
mid-level representations to the best performing local ap-
pearance model improves the results by 2.3%, giving im-
proved results for all body parts. These results demon-
strate the complementary effect of local appearance mod-
els and mid-level representations. Mid-level representation
based on semi-global poselets models long range part de-
pendencies, while local appearance model concentrate on
local changes in the appearance of body parts.

Performance using unaries only. Finally we evaluate
how much the appearance representation alone contributes
to the final performance. To do so we remove all connec-
tions between the parts and evaluate part detectors only. Re-
sults are shown in Tab 4. As expected, boosted detectors of
PS-flex perform worst. Adding our best local appearance
model significantly improves the results (+13.6%), which
demonstrates the strengths of the local appearance models
compared to the original boosted detectors. Local mixtures
of part detectors allow to model pose-dependent appearance
of limbs while strong specific head and torso detectors push

Setting Torso Upper Lower Upper Fore- Head Total
leg leg arm arm

PS-flex 36.2 20.1 27.1 6.8 5.5 40.2 19.5
+ local appearance 67.1 36.2 35.2 18.6 10.6 63.0 33.1

+ mid-level 79.5 65.5 63.5 46.9 26.9 77.1 56.2

Table 4. Performance on LSP using part appearance only.

the performance of both most salient body parts (67.1 vs
36.2% for torso and 63.0 vs. 40.2% for head). Includ-
ing the mid-level representation significantly improves the
result further (+23.1%). So, upper/lower arms which are
difficult to detect by local detectors profit a lot from semi-
global poselets (+28.3 and +16.3%). A similar trend can be
observed for upper/lower legs. This again demonstrates the
strengths of mid-level representation and its complementary
w.r.t. the local appearance models.

Comparison to the state of the art. We compare our ap-
proach to other models from the literature in Tab. 5. In-
terestingly, our full model including local appearance and
mid-level representations outperforms not only the baseline
PS [2] (69.2 vs 55.7%), but all other current methods by
quite a margin, improving 4.9% over the next best perform-
ing method [9]. The results also improve over [21] (69.2
vs. 62.9%) who uses similar mid-level representations but
have a more simplistic local appearance model based on [2].
This is consistent for all body parts: torso +1.7%, upper
legs +3.1%, lower leg +5.4%, upper arm +7.3%, forearm
+11.0%, head +7.5%. We found this result interesting, as it
clearly shows how much performance gain can be achieved
by improving local part appearance while preserving the
mid-level representation. We also compare our method to
state-of-the-art pose estimation model [34] which we down-
loaded from the authors’ web page and retrained on LSP
dataset for fair comparison. Interestingly, our local appear-
ance model combined with basic Gaussian pairwise terms
already outperforms their method (66.9% vs. 60.8%). This
demonstrates the strengths of the proposed local appear-
ance model based on mixtures of pose-dependent detectors
and specific torso and head detectors. When using our full
model we outperform [34] by 8.4%. Finally, we compare
our method to recent work [9], that extends the model [34]
using additional background/foreground colour information
across images of the same dataset and modify the hard neg-
ative mining procedure. Thus when comparing to [9] one
should bear in mind that the reported numbers are based on
additional information about the dataset statistics. Again,
our local appearance model already performs better (66.9
vs. 64.3%). Comparing our full model, we observe an im-
provement of striking 4.9% over the current best result on
LSP. This demonstrates the strength of combining local ap-
pearance modelling with flexible mid-level representations.



Setting Torso Upper Lower Upper Fore- Head Total
leg leg arm arm

Our local appearance 89.2 76.7 72.8 56.9 41.2 84.7 66.9
Our full model 88.7 78.8 73.4 61.5 44.9 85.6 69.2
Andriluka et al., [2] 80.9 67.1 60.7 46.5 26.4 74.9 55.7
Yang&Ramanan [34] 84.1 69.5 65.6 52.5 35.9 77.1 60.8
Pishchulin et al., [21] 87.5 75.7 68.0 54.2 33.9 78.1 62.9
Eichner&Ferrari [9] 86.2 74.3 69.3 56.5 37.4 80.1 64.3

Table 5. Comparison of pose estimation results (PCP) on LSP
dataset to current methods using observer-centric (OC) annota-
tions. Results using person-centric (PC) annotations available here
www.d2.mpi-inf.mpg.de/poselet-conditioned-ps

Qualitative evaluation. Successful results of our model
are shown in Fig. 3 (rows 1-4). Our local appearance model
already achieves good results (Fig. 3(b)), as it is able to cope
with highly variable part appearance. Our full model which
also includes mid-level representations further improves the
results (Fig. 3(a)), as it captures the entire pose of the body
and models other part dependencies. This is in contrast to
Yang&Ramanan [34] (Fig. 3(c)) who rely only on local im-
age evidence. Typical failure cases of our model include
large variations in scale between body parts (Fig. 3 (line
5)), untypical appearance and poses (line 6) and massive
self-occlusion (line 7).

5.2. Results on Image Parse dataset

In the experiments on the Image Parse dataset [23] we
use our full model trained on the LSP dataset and set the pa-
rameters of the mid-level representation as reported by [21].
In Tab. 6 we compare our full model with a number of re-
cent approaches from the literature. Our method improves
over the next best performing method by 2.0%.

We outperform the recent work [21] (+6.5%). Their
model uses a similar mid-level representation but their local
appearance is based on PS [2]. This result is in line with the
findings on LSP, and shows the importance of better appear-
ance models. Our method consistently improves over the
pose estimation model of Yang&Ramanan [34] (+8.7%) and
the over the newer version of this model from [35] (+2.3%).
The improvement is achieved for all body parts apart from
head and lower legs. In particular, we improve on highly
articulated forearms (+6.1%) and upper legs (+2.2%). This
demonstrates that much improvement can be gained from
the complementary mid-level representation. Our result
is also significantly better than the multi-layer composite
model of [8] (+6.6%), who captures non-tree part depen-
dencies by decomposing the model into several layers and
using dual decomposition to cope with the resulting loopy
graph. In contrast, our method implicitly models long-range
dependencies between the parts by using mid-level repre-
sentation while allowing exact and efficient inference. We
outperform the method of [22] (+6.3%), who also integrate

(a) (b) (c)
successful cases

(a) (b) (c)
failure cases

Figure 3. Qualitative results: estimated poses and corresponding
part marginal maps obtained by (a) our full model combining lo-
cal appearance and flexible mid-level representation, (b) our local
appearance model and (c) results by Yang&Ramanan [34].

the evidence from a people detector into the PS frame-
work to improve torso localisation. Their method intro-
duces loops between the corresponding upper/lower legs to
prevent over-counting, again yielding more expensive in-
ference. Finally, our method outperforms [17] (+2.0%), the
best published result on this dataset. Note that their model
also uses strong local appearance models and is trained on
an additional dataset of 10000 images.

6. Conclusion
In this paper we investigated the use of 1) stronger ap-

pearance models and 2) more flexible spatial models. We
observe that better local appearance representations directly
result in better performance and even a basic tree-structured
human body model achieves state-of-the-art performance
when augmented with the proper appearance representa-
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Setting Torso Upper Lower Upper Fore- Head Total
leg leg arm arm

Our full model 93.2 77.1 68.0 63.4 48.8 86.3 69.4
Andriluka et al. [1] 86.3 66.3 60.0 54.6 35.6 72.7 59.2
Yang&Ramanan [34] 82.9 69.0 63.9 55.1 35.4 77.6 60.7
Duan et al., [8] 85.6 71.7 65.6 57.1 36.6 80.4 62.8
Pishchulin et al., [22] 88.8 77.3 67.1 53.7 36.1 73.7 63.1
Pishchulin et al., [21] 92.2 74.6 63.7 54.9 39.8 70.7 62.9
Yang&Ramanan [35] 85.9 74.9 68.3 63.4 42.7 86.8 67.1
Johnson&
Everingham, [17] 87.6 74.7 67.1 67.3 45.8 76.8 67.4

Table 6. Comparison of pose estimation results (PCP) on “Image
Parse” dataset to current methods.

tion. The second route explored in this paper are more
flexible spatial body models with image conditioned terms
based on mid-level representations, implemented as pose-
lets. We find significant improvement using this informa-
tion, both when using a connected and even a disconnected
body model. The effects of the terms studied are found to be
additive, the combination significantly outperforms all com-
petitors as demonstrated on two benchmark datasets. The
source code of our approach will be made publicly avail-
able 2. Note that all representations considered in this paper
rely on the image gradient information only. We will aim at
incorporating other image features in the future.
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